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	[image: ]Lectures on Gaussian Integral Operators and Classical Groups (EMS Series of Lectures in Mathematics), 9783037190807 (3037190809), European Mathematical Society, 2011

	This book is an elementary self-contained introduction to some constructions of representation theory and related topics of differential geometry and analysis. Topics covered include the theory of various Fourier-like integral operators such as Segal-Bargmann transforms, Gaussian integral operators in $L^2$ and in the Fock space, integral operators with theta-kernels, the geometry of real and $p$-adic classical groups and symmetric spaces. The heart of the book is the Weil representation of the symplectic group (real and complex realizations, relations with theta-functions and modular forms, $p$-adic and adelic constructions) and representations in Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions of several complex variables. This book is addressed to graduate students and researchers in representation theory, differential geometry, and operator theory. Prerequisites are standard university courses in linear algebra, functional analysis, and complex analysis. A publication of the European Mathematical Society (EMS). Distributed within the Americas by the American Mathematical Society.
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The Merb WayAddison Wesley, 2009
“Foy is a gifted writer and his descriptions of the philosophies that( impacted the design and implementation of Merb are definitely useful to( everyone affected by the changes in Rails 3.”

–Obie Fernandez, Series Editor
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Dan Appleman's Win32 API Puzzle Book and Tutorial for Visual Basic ProgrammersApress, 1999

	This long-awaited complement to Appleman's previous bestseller shows programmers how to turbocharge VB by describing how to control the entire Windows API. Divided into three parts, the book begins with a series of programming puzzles of increasing complexity. Each puzzle describes a typical API function, followed by a small VB program...
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Technology Due Diligence: Best Practices for Chief Information Officers, Venture Capitalists, and Technology VendorsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Due diligence conducted around technology decisions is complex. Done correctly, it has the power to enable outstanding positive outcomes; done poorly, it can wreak havoc on organizations, corporate cultures, and markets.
Technology Due Diligence: Best Practices for Chief Information Officers, Venture Capitalists, and Technology Vendors...
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MCTS Windows 7 Configuring 70-680 Study GuideLulu.com, 2009
This comprehensive guide book prepares the reader for Microsoft's brand new MCTS: Windows 7, Configuring exam (70-680). You'll find 100% coverage of all the exam objectives.  It provides practical, real-world scenarios; hands-on exercises, and challenging assessment questions.  This book prepares you for the 70-680 exam, called the Microsoft...
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Enzyme Engineering: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	Whether the pursuit is commercially motivated or purely academic, engineering a novel biological catalyst is an enticing challenge. High-resolution protein structure analysis allows for rational alteration of enzyme function, yet many useful enzyme variants are the product of well-designed selection schemes or screening strategies. Enzyme...
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National Electrical Code  2008 (National Fire Protection Association National Electrical Code)Delmar Cengage Learning, 2007
The world’s most widely adopted safety code, the National Electrical Code® (NEC) is now advancing electrical safety requirements with the 2008 edition in an effort to maximize public safety, emergency preparation, and electrical worker protection. With regulations for electrical wiring and equipment in virtually all types of buildings,...
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